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Appeal Addendum 
 

To the Honorable Council of the PLUM committee,  
 

Since the time of the filing of my original appeal, much has changed on the property as 
Dynamic has been working with the property owner to avoid paying out fair relocation. This has 
caused the displacement of half of the tenants into a state of homelessness.  

 
While Dynamic continues to withhold information from the city and allow it to appear as though 
he is an absentee landlord, Dynamic has in fact named Adly Abdelmalak manager of the 
proposed project. There is no doubt about the collusion between the developer and the previous 
property owner to avoid responsibility in caring for the law or the tenants who reside on the 
property. They have kept the property in escrow for over three years in order to avoid the 
multiple notices to comply coming from city and county agencies.  
 
On Thursday March 29th, the tenants watched as their home was ripped from them. In attendance 
was Adly Abdelmalak, the previous property owner; and Josh Trifunovic, director of multi-
family operations for Dynamic, the new property owner. The lockout goes against what Dynamic 
had promised to the city as well as to the tenants and the community. It also goes against the 
intent Dynamic has led the city to believe they will follow up and that they would be good 
property owners. They have led the planning commissioners to believe they would relocate the 
tenants in exchange for project approval and getting the property out of escrow.  
 
From the partial transcription of the hearing held on February 8th, 2018 – it is clear the planning 
commissioners want the tenants to be properly addressed, and not just continue to be treated as 
they had been.  
 
Ambrose – Thank you. I want to ask, um, the developer or your representative, come on up for a 
second. So, I think Vahid, I would agree with you, I think in many respects, but I think we are at 
this juncture if the deal doesn’t go thru, this landlord’s going to continue to own this property. 
And he doesn’t, or she doesn’t, or they don’t sound like they are actively caring about the cities 
notifications to fix things. So, I think one of the best things we can do is change ownership which 
we can facilitate. I’m not saying that’s the optimum outcome in terms of they should be held to 
account, but it sounds like they’re absentee. The deal will likely close when the council fulfills 
their action I would imagine? From an escrow perspective. What is your plan day two, or end of 
that day after you come out of council to address the concerns on the property? 
 
Applicant – Well as it relates to the existing sub-tenants on the property, we have been working 
with the sub-tenants since we discovered this issue and, and we’re hoping that long before the 
project, if it gets approved, um, that we can find the same solution for the existing sub-tenants 
that we have found for the ones that we already worked with who have found new places to live 
as you heard from some of the people who were here today. 
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Ambrose – Yeah, so you’ll continue to do that and let’s say there are some tenants left as you 
close this deal post council, do you have a plan in place to immediately ameliorate some of the 
conditions? Cause then it’s going to be your problem. 
 
Applicant – You know Mr. President, I think at that time, or prior to that time, we would put a 
plan in place, hopefully we won’t get to that point. 
 
Dynamic and their consultant failed to disclose to the planning commissioners that the plan was 
to lock the tenants out of their home thru an unlawful detainer that the tenants shouldn’t have 
been named on. Mr. Abdelmalak was not legally allowed to collect rent while he was pursuing 
the master tenant named on all three leases of the illegal boarding houses. The tenants were 
intentionally deceived by Dynamic during the lawsuit process. The tenants were also forced into 
a rent strike for the habitability violations and unpaid utilities. From a letter on Dynamic 
letterhead, E. Kelly Harrison states that Dynamic is aware of the lawsuit, but they have an 
agreement with Abdelmalak that no tenants will leave the property until it is voluntary. A 
lockout on a UD that the tenants were lied to about is not voluntary.   
 
Dynamic also continues to downplay the roll of Abdelmlak in the company. He has been cited by 
their own consulting company as the manager of 1868 Western LLC, the name of the proposed 
project. Both Mr. Abdelmalak and Dynamic were present during the lockout. Josh Trifunovic of 
Dynamic was even urging the sheriff’s department to do an illegal lockout on one of the units 
that was improperly labeled on the unlawful detainer. Abdelmalak had improperly listed the 
address of the lawsuit under 5440, 5442, and 5448 Franklin. According to the City of Los 
Angeles as well as the project description, there is no 5442 Franklin. Trifunovic was pushing for 
an illegal lockout anyway. If Dynamic isn’t involved in the relationship with the tenants, why are 
they then pushing for an illegal lockout and helping to displace the tenants? Why are they also 
intentionally misleading the tenants about the lawsuit Mr. Abdelmalak had filed? 
 
I am also concerned that at this point, they may wish for the project to not be granted as a way of 
not having to fulfill the financial obligations towards the tenants. I am asking that the city not bar 
itself behind red tape and do right by these tenants. I am asking that the project be approved with 
relocation in the amounts necessary to prevent these tenants from ending up on the streets. Some 
of which who already have due to the actions of Mr. Abdelmalak and Dynamic. Rental 
requirements have reached a point that high income earners with good credit have a hard time 
being accepted into he available units. What chance do these tenants stand? The only other 
option they have even with basic relocation is homelessness.  
 
You have before you an ability to correct a major wrong. You also have the ability to send a 
message that this city is taking its homeless and humanitarian crisis seriously. If we are just 
pushing more people onto the streets than how is that a solution? These tenants can’t access any 
city or county section 8 waiting list as those lists are closed. These tenants would have to become 
homeless before they can find housings thru our services. The only solution is fair relocation 
given to ensure the tenants living there the day of the lockout are going to have their needs truly 
met. This committee needs to make sure an escrow account is set up in their names.  
 
Susan Hunter – LATU Hollywood Local Case Worker 
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Exhibits 
 

1) Partial transcription of the March 8th Planning Commissioners hearing. 
2) Letter from Afriat consulting. 3rd paragraph describes Mr. Abdelmalak as the manager of 

1868 Western. 
3) Letter from E. Kelly Harrison on Dynamic letterhead promising tenants would only leave 

voluntarily. It also intentionally confuses the tenants into believing they aren’t named on 
the lawsuit Mr. Abdelmalak has brought against the master tenant.  

4) Withdrawal of notice to Pay Rent or Quit for all three properties, also validating the letter 
sent three months later by Dynamic that the tenants are not named in the lawsuit against 
the master tenant.  

5) Open case files and permit report from LADBS. 
6) Images of Josh Trifunovic, director of multi-family operations for Dynamic (in blue shirt 

and khaki pants) with Adly Abdelmalak (in jeans and red shirt) at the lockout of the 
tenants. The bottom right image shows Josh Trifunovic directing a hired employee on 
how to board up the 5440 house.  



Partial transcription from City Planning Commissioners - February 8, 2018 

1:27:48   

Commissioner Mitchell - I did want to ask the applicant though, to clarify, uh, again you say, you’re not, 
you don’t own the property. It’s in escrow. Um, can you, can the applicant come up? President 
Ambrose? 

President Amborse – The applicant can, I think the question as it relates to escrow, is it something we 
want to see if staff, or do you want to go right to the applicant? 

Mitchell - Yeah, I would just like to ask the applicant. 

Amborse – Ok, great. 

Mitchell- So you say it stated several times that the property is in escrow, correct? 

Applicant – That is correct, Dynamic does not own the property. 

Mitchell – How long has it been in escrow? 

Applicant – A number of years, I believe three years, maybe a little bit more. 

Mitchell – Ok, is the close of this uh, deal, contingent upon, um, this body granting approvals and further 
approvals being, uh, received by the city? 

Applicant – I don’t believe Dynamic, and, would. 

Ambrose – I think your colleague here has a thought, you may want to check in. 

James - Gentleman, please give your name for the record. 

Ambrose – Thank you James, I’ll do so, David here. Uh, Steve? 

Applicant – Yes, uh, yes-it is. Dynamic would not pursue the purchase without approvals at this site 

Ambrose – So it is contingent Mark. 

Mitchell – Ok. Just, just wondering that. I mean, that doesn’t mean anything either way. I just, in hearing 
these stories from tenants, the current tenants, or sub-tenants, uh, I’m just trying to get a sense of the 
relationship between Dynamic and, and, the people who live there now. That’s it for me right now, 
thank you. 

1:37:40 

Ambrose – Veronica Padilla Campos? 

Padilla – Thank you. I really think this is the right use, um, for this area. And I was initially impressed with 
the 4,000 folks that were outreached. But, honestly after hearing the testimony from the tenants and 
seeing these pictures of, um, what the units look like, have shaken me. I’m, I’m very, I’m very 
disappointed and, and sad to, to, to learn that folks live like this and, and they’re in limbo because of the 
transactions that are going on {and} no one is there to help them and I wonder if the housing 
department has been looking into this. Um, I wish they were here to talk about if they are even aware of 



this situation right now. So, it’s hard for me to make any extra comments about the project itself 
because I can’t stop thinking about the current situation that folks are living in. On that property, So, I 
just. 

Ambrose – Thank you. I think you are sharing a sentiment common amongst us. Uh, Vahid? 

Khorsand – Thank you and she is, um, I know that the current tenants are, is not an issue before us right 
now, um, and I think a lot of the issues related to the development have been discussed, but as I have 
learned over the years, uh, we have a microphone in front of us and we have some type of authority, 
and I wonder if there is anything we can do to help those current tenants. And I’m, and I know it has 
nothing to do with Dynamic and the project before us, but um, they shouldn’t be living in that situation 
for another night. And Dynamic, I understand that you have done um, things for them that, you know, 
you are not legally obligated to do. But as a city body right now I feel like maybe it’s incumbent upon us 
to come up with something to help them. Is there someone to call, is there something to do? Um, to be 
honest with you I’m a little disappointed and ashamed of the city that this project has been going on and 
it seems like people have known and these people, if you know, if these conditions are true, that the city 
has really done nothing for them. And we’ve gone ahead with this project and that’s really not an 
indictment of the project and the people who are presenting the project to us, but that’s an indictment 
of the bureaucracy. Um, and you know, a lack of communications between departments in helping 
these individuals, so. Hopefully, you know, I am wrong and, you know, there has been ample 
communications, and this has been addressed, but, I’m going to use this microphone that is in front of 
me to speak up for them because that’s, you know we may be a city of seven million, five million people, 
but no one should be living in a condition like that and when they reported it to the right authorities. So, 
but uh, in terms of this project, I think it’s great, I think it’s gonna do wonders for the community, and 
I’m all for housing. We shouldn’t have any homeless people, we should do our best to increase the 
number of housing units in this project this time.  

Ambrose – Thank you. I want to ask, um, the developer or your representative, come on up for a 
second. So, I think Rahid, I would agree with you, I think in many respects, but I think we are at this 
juncture if the deal doesn’t go thru, this landlord’s going to continue to own this property. And he 
doesn’t, or she doesn’t, or they don’t sound like they are actively caring about the cities notifications to 
fix things. So, I think one of the best things we can do is change ownership which we can facilitate. I’m 
not saying that’s the optimum outcome in terms of they should be held to account, but it sounds like 
they’re absentee. The deal will likely close when the council fulfills their action I would imagine? From 
an escrow perspective. What is your plan day two, or end of that day after you come out of council to 
address the concerns on the property? 

Applicant – Well as it relates to the existing sub-tenants on the property, we have been working with the 
sub-tenants since we discovered this issue and, and we’re hoping that long before the project, if it gets 
approved, um, that we can find the same solution for the existing sub-tenants that we have found for 
the ones that we already worked with who have found new places to live as you heard from some of the 
people who were here today. 

Ambrose – Yeah, so you’ll continue to do that and let’s say there are some tenants left as you close this 
deal post council, do you have a plan in place to immediately ameliorate some of the conditions? Cause 
then it’s going to be your problem. 



Applicant – You know Mr. President, I think at that time, or prior to that time, we would put a plan in 
place, hopefully we won’t get to that point.  

Ambrose – Will you just state your name again for the people listening? 

Applicant – I apologize, and I apologize to the secretary, Aaron Green with Afriat consulting.  

Ambrose – Thank you Aaron. 

Applicant – On behalf of the applicant.  

Ambrose – Um, Craig, not to put you on the spot, but to put you on the spot. Um, this is one of those 
things that is, you know, supremely in the roll of the city council representative, you know, we find 
ourselves in a catch twenty-two, not wanting to reward bad behavior, but at the same time, our actions 
have the opportunity to perpetuate the problem by delaying the transfer of ownership to a responsible 
owner. Do you have any thoughts or recommendations for us as we go into this decision? 

Bullock – Well I, I wasn’t fully aware of all these issues prior to today’s hearing. I, during the, um, hearing 
I did look up on the housing department’s website to find that there are open investigations going on 
with LAHCID regarding this. And I will be following up, um, actually with the department to see how 
these conditions have been able to be to go on, seemingly for a long period of time. And we would 
certainly work with the applicant to ensure that these issues get remedied. Um, and possibly even, you 
know, iron out some conditions prior to council approval.  

Ambrose – Yeah, cause it’s seems to me the city, this is David Amborse, is able to enter into properties 
when there’s unsafe or unsavory or some level of conditions that endanger tenants. They don’t have to 
wait for a tenant to give, or for a landlord to give permission. It seems like some of the photos that I’ve 
seen are hazardous. So, colleagues, I guess we are at that point, I think what I would recommend for us 
is for us to move the project forward and maybe issue a letter and, to our colleague in the council to say 
to work for instance with this woman back here who represents tenants to actively do whatever the city 
can and, and ask you orchestrate that in advance of the change of ownership so that they don’t have to 
live like this anymore. I think you would accept that and be friendly to that, is that?  

Bullock – That would be correct. Yes.  

Ambrose – Vahid and Veronica, I think that’s our best opportunity. If we delay, this same negative 
owner is going to be owning it forever, it’s kind of a catch twenty-two. Uh, so with that, unless there is 
other, is that the right use of that phrase? I’m gonna use it. With that I’m going to entertain a motion, is 
there’s a motion on the project? I’m glad to make a motion. Dana would like to make a motion on this 
project.  
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Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Code Enforcement Information: 5448 W FRANKLIN AVE
Date Received: 5/24/2017
Description: BUILDING OR PROPERTY CONVERTED TO ANOTHER USE
Inspector: KIM DOEPPING
Phone: (213)252-3053
Status: UNDER INVESTIGATION

Order Information

Order Number Order Type Effective Date Issued By

0 SUBSTANDARD ORDER 7/3/2017 KIM DOEPPING

Code Violation Information

Violation

Smoke alarms are missing or disabled.

Security bars or grilles were installed on the required emergency escape and rescue openings without approved release mechanisms.

No means of egress.

Excessive or overgrown vegetation on the premises.

The entire property or portion thereof is in need of general maintenance and repair.

Wooden structure covering driveway.
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Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

Code Enforcement Information: 5448 W FRANKLIN AVE
Date Received: 9/24/2016
Description: BUILDINGS IN NEED OF GENERAL REPAIR
Inspector: RYAN TAGUINES
Status: UNDER INVESTIGATION

Order Information

Order Number Order Type Effective Date Issued By

0 ORDER TO COMPLY 10/7/2016 RYAN TAGUINES

Code Violation Information

Violation

Maintenance and repair of existing building and premises.

The floors and floor coverings are unsafe due to inadequate maintenance.

Electrical cords used for fixed wiring.

Maintenance and repair of existing building.

Maintenance and repair of existing building.

Plumbing not installed per code.

Seismic restraints.
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Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

The information below was found on the following address:

5448 W FRANKLIN AVE

Parcel Profile Report:

Permit Information found:

Code Enforcement Information:

Date Received Problem Description Stat

1/20/2012 MISCELLANEOUS COMPLAINTS CLOS

9/17/2016 BUILDING OR PROPERTY CONVERTED TO ANOTHER USE CLOS

9/24/2016 BUILDINGS IN NEED OF GENERAL REPAIR UND

5/24/2017 BUILDING OR PROPERTY CONVERTED TO ANOTHER USE UND

6/12/2017 BUILDINGS IN NEED OF GENERAL REPAIR CLOS

9/18/2017 BUILDING OR PROPERTY CONVERTED TO ANOTHER USE CLOS

12/5/2017 BUILDING OR PROPERTY CONVERTED TO ANOTHER USE CLOS

3/26/2018 MISCELLANEOUS COMPLAINTS CLOS

Certificate of Occupancy Information:

Soft-story Retrofit Program Information:
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Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety

The information below was found on the following address:

5448 W FRANKLIN AVE

Parcel Profile Report:

Permit Information found:

 5448 W FRANKLIN AVE 90027

Application/Permit
#

PC/Job # Type Status Work Description

12016 - 10000 - 06506 B12LA03658 Bldg-
Alter/Repair

Permit
Expired
10/2/2015

Comply to "Ord to comply effec. 2-25-2012. Permit will expire 30 days from issua
partn wall to divide the living rm to create a new bedrm. Create a shower stall by 
comply to P/BC 2011-004 - Woodframe Pres. Prov. No change of flr area. No chan

16016 - 10000 - 03445 B16LA02049 Bldg-
Alter/Repair

Issued
2/17/2016

PROPOSED NEW INTERIOR IMPROVEMENT AT EXISTING 1-STORY SFD: BUILD ON
BETWEEN DINING ROOM AND LIVING ROOM TO CREATE NEW BEDROOM, CREATE
CLOSET; NEW LAUNDRY AREA. "COMPLY WITH DEPARTMENT ORDER effective date
DAYS FROM ISSUANCE DATE".

Code Enforcement Information:

Certificate of Occupancy Information:

Soft-story Retrofit Program Information:
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